**LAYOUT**

Maze game

**MAZE**

when flag clicked
go to x: 5 y: -2

**BUTTERFLY**

when flag clicked
go to x: -27 y: 169

**CAT**

when flag clicked
go to x: 90 y: -165

forever

if key up arrow pressed? then
  change y by 4
  next costume
  if touching color ? then
    change y by -4

if key down arrow pressed? then
  change y by -4
  next costume
  if touching color ? then
    change y by 4

if key left arrow pressed? then
  change x by -4
  next costume
  if touching color ? then
    change x by 4

if key right arrow pressed? then
  change x by 4
  next costume
  if touching color ? then
    change x by -4

if touching Butterfly1 ? then
  say I WON!!! for 5 secs
  stop all